Thermally excited transverse phonons in glass fibers generate Guided Acoustic Wave Brillouin Scattering (GAWBS) [1] which afflicts the propagating light with phase and polarization noise. This excess noise is a major limitation for fiber-based squeezing sources as well as for the transmission of quantum information through fibers. In order to achieve quantum states of high quality it is therefore important to reduce the harmful effect of GAWBS. The thermal nature of GAWBS naturally allows for a reduction by cooling the fiber. Alternatively, subtracting the correlated noise of two closely spaced pulses leads to a cancellation. These methods, however, are inconvenient for fiber-based squeezing sources and inapplicable in practical quantum information transmission systems.
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The microstructure in Photonic Crystal Fibers (PCFs) offers a design parameter which we utilize for modifying the acoustic spectrum. The photonic crystal thus simultaneously acts as a phononic crystal suppressing acoustic vibrations in the light-guiding core. By measurements (Fig. 1 ) and finite-element simulations (Fig. 2) we have identified a broad frequency range in which GAWBS-noise is reduced in commercially available PCFs [2] . Tailoring the microstructure enables us to control the acoustic spectra and therefore design PCFs adapted for applications such as squeezing or quantum state transmission. the strain field of the cladding modes is ber. In the photonic crystal fiber, the noise is strongly retrapped in the hole structure and conseduced. Below 200 MIVz, vibrations of the fiber cladding are quently cannot penetrate into the lightthe predominant effect, but affect the core only little. Above guiding core. this frequency, the hole structure generates a quasicontinuous noise spectrum in contrast to the discrete spectrum of a standard fiber.
